SYLLABLE
A group of letters that has a single vowel sound

gos   cade   tain   sud
hus   de   dom   nate
ban   don   fea   bo
CLOSED SYLLABLE
1. It has only one vowel.
2. The vowel has a short sound.
3. It ends in a consonant or two.

Ex.  hŭs  pĕn  găl  sĕl
     băs  tŏn  ᕘăp  kĭt
     band  ten  ket  lon
     sil  dom  san  dal
CLOSED SYLLABLE VC
1. It has only one vowel.
2. The vowel has a short sound.
3. It ends in a consonant or two.

Ex. hŭs pĕn găl sĕl
   VC VC VC VC

băs tŏn hămp kĭt
   VC VC VC VC
CLOSED SYLLABLE VC

1. It has only one vowel.
2. The vowel has a short sound.
3. It ends in a consonant or two.

band
ten
ket
lon

sil
dom
san
dal

cas
fink
hos
tel
CLOSED SYLLABLE?
Yes or No? Why?

gos cade tain sud
hus de dom nate
ban don fea bo
COMBINING TWO CLOSED SYLLABLES

dĭs + cŭss = dĭscŭss
pŭb + lĭc = pŭblĭc

vC vC vC vC

coň + tăct = cŏntăct
sĕl + fĭsh = sĕlfĭsh

vC vC vC vC

ŭn + tĭl = ŭntĭl
măg + nĕt = măgnĕt

vC vC vC vC

chĭl+drĕn=chĭldrĕn
pŭmp+kĭn = pŭmpkĭn

vC vC vC vC